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eInfrastructure for Research and Innovation for STFC

IRIS is a cooperative community brining 
 together (mainly) STFC computing interests Formed bottom up by science communities 

and compute providers

Works closely with STFC 
 but run by the community IRIS Science Director is  

Prof J Hays 
who is also  

IRISCAST Project PI

https://www.iris.ac.uk/



What is 
IRISCAST?

Estimate carbon costs for scientific computing 
across a broad heterogeneous landscape 

Document the gaps, the barriers and the issues, 
drive requirements for future work and decision 
making

IRISCAST is the IRIS Carbon Audit SnapshoT

24 Hour snapshot across multiple ‘IRIS Facilities’

The Challenge The Project

Communicating the carbon costs to drive change 

Identifying the key drivers for carbon costs

Working coherently across different communities  

Work together coherently across different facilities 
with different remits, tooling, and capabilities. 

Learn by doing!

Communicate across our communities and build a 
foundation for future action

Identifying the hurdles and barriers



Carbon 
Model Carbon Cost (C) for a period (p) is sum of 

 active carbon (a)  and embedded carbon (e)
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Measure Energy Usage (E) 
Obtain Carbon Grid Intensity (CM)

Inventory of Equipment 
Obtain Embedded Carbon 

Estimate Lifetime (L)



Learning  
By Doing

24 Hour Snapshot at Six Facilities

Facilities  

Cambridge IRIS HPC/Cloud  
STFC SCD Cloud 

STFC SCARF 
QMUL GridPP Tier 2 

 Imperial GridPP Tier 2 
DiRAC (Durham) 

Summary Inventories

Build a 
 Community



Energy 
Vs 

Power

For active carbon we need to know about ENERGY usage 

Time Stamped Energy usage 
 is more robust than  
instantaneous power

APC PDU’s 
 SNMP query PowerNet-MIB::rPDU2DeviceStatusEnergy.1 Hoctowatthour 

(100 wh) units 

APC port n 
SNMP query PowerNet-MIB::rPDU2OutletMeteredStatusEnergy.n 

IPMI query 
(freeipmi)

ipmi-oem dell get-power-consumption-data

ipmitool sensor listIPMI query 
(ipmitool)

Probably Power Measurements 
Energy is better!



PDU 
Vs 

IPMI

IPMI approx 20% low cf PDU 
Except at QMUL where 1.5% 

(APDU9953)

Re test at QMUL  
with AP8459WW 

per port PDU  
20% difference!

More questions than answers: 
Check your calibrations!



Tools 
at each 
Level

SLURM queues can report 
 Job Energy usage

Facility Level:

Precision of ipmitool output identified  
as a problem by Durham. 
They may have a patch!

Job Level: Turbostat and  
other RAPL tools?

Cooling energy usage/PUE 
generally poorly known



Carbon 
Model

Measuring computer energy 
usage is the easy bit.

Computer embedded carbon 
figures hard to find.

Other equipment embedded 
carbon figures even more hard 
to find.

Cooling energy usage/PUE  
less well known.

Model a range of scenarios

Potential to reduce 
carbon emissions by an 

order of magnitude!

IRISCAST 24 hour  
snapshot roughly 

1-4 people on  
12 hour return Jet



IRISCAST 
Proposes

6. Collect per job (or VM) energy usage by using tools 
like Slurm (correctly configured). Combined this with 
embedded carbon from inventory and electricity carbon 
intensity to feedback job carbon cost to the end user to 
drive improvements in user code and workflow.  

1. Future DRI procurement to include a score based on  
embedded carbon costs and equipment energy usage.
2. New computer hardware to include energy measurement 
capability such as IPMI (or per port PDUs) and require the 
supplier to provide best estimates of embedded carbon 
costs.
3. Measure energy used by cooling infrastructure and the 
computing infrastructure. 

4. Facilities to keep an inventory of equipment including 
embedded carbon cost and idle power draw.
5. Monthly (or other periodic) reporting of carbon usage by 
facilities based on 3 and 4 above. Roll into standard grant 
reporting regime. 

7. Identify user communities and the authors of 
community codebases so that useful feedback can be 
given to them to drive the development of more efficient 
code and workflows.

High Level Feedback Low Level Feedback

Carbon Equivalent 
per month

Figure of merit 
per Job

Carbon Equivalent 
per Job
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